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ABSTRACT

Diaperaod Flow Film Boiling in the heat transfer regime that occurs at high
void fractions in a heated channel. The way this heat transfer modo is
modelled in the NRC computer codes (Illi,APS and TRAC) and the validity of
the annumptions and empirical correlations used la dinoussed. An extensive

.review of the theoretical and experimental work related with heat transfer
!Lo highly disperaod mixtures reveals the basio deficienoien of these

modelas the investigation refera mostly to the typical conditions of low
rato bottom reflooding, since the almulation of this physical situation by
the computer codes has often showed ' poor results. The alternative modela
that are available in the literature are reviewed, and their merita and ,

limita are highlighted. The modifications that could improve the physion of
the models implomonted in the oodos are identiflod. *
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FORWORD

Work related to improvement of the mechanistic post-dryout heat
transfer models implemented in the modern Lucrfluid codes used for
LWR best-estimat e accident analysis has been undelvay for some
tinne at the Thornal-llydraulics Laboratory of the PSI.

Indeed, it was generally felt that the cagobilities of these codes
were not fully expl oi t ed ; that certain correlations and other
closure laws used wcre remnants of tw o- phaec mixture-model
calculations and therefore not really compatible with the tw o-

.

fluid framework; that results obtained this way were often poor;
and that certain predicted t rends were unrealistic.

The particular subject of this critical-review report is Dispersed
Flow Film Boiling. One observes that no real progrees has been
made in this area for several years now, in spite of the great
number of models and publications. A reason may be that a
comprehensive attack on the mechanistic modelir.g and a full
synthesis of all available relevant information may not have been
undertaken yet. The purpose of this report is to review all
aspects of thic modeling problem and to establish the requirements
for improvemonto. It will become apparent that some of these (e.g.
consideration of two-dittensional effects) may be beyond the |
capabilities of the two-fluid codes. They are included here for
coepleteness without losing from aight the real purpose, the
practical limitations, a ul the capabilities of the one-dimensional |
two-fluid codes. |

|The reader may find some of the criticisms raiced excessive.
Certain reservations about details in the assumptions imbedded in
various models may be valid but not very ittportant . The purpose
here was to make an exhaustive critique without leaving out any
possible shortcomings, even if these are not expected to be
important. Also, some of the suggestions made for improvements may
not seem to be practical. The authors are well aware of the need
for a realistic and reasonable approach to the problem. On the
other hand, one chould attempt to find the limits of detailed
mechanistic modeling, even if the cceplexity of the resulting
models limits them to benchtLark calculations.
The two-fluid models discussed here have raised the level of two-
phase flow modeling significantly and have found many successful
applications. This review is expected to be a critical one (in the
negative sense of the word); for *his reason the successes of the
various models and codes examined are not stressed, but rather
their weaknesses.

.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The accurate prediction of post-critical heat transfer from the fuel i

cladding to the water-vapor mixture in a nuclear reactor la of crucial ]
Importance in calculating the safety margins in a hypotheticac, loss of

i
.

coolant accident (LOCA). In both the b1wdown and reflooding phaces of a i
"

postulated LOCA, an important cooling effect that limits the cladding
temperature excursion la the heat transfer to a high void fraction mixture,
in which dropleta are dispersed in the vapor stream. This flow pattern ,

develops at v oid fractions higher than 80%, according to the widely |
recepted criterion of Groeneveld (197$) (confirmed exportmentally by Kawaji

1
'

e t al . , 1983); it la usually called Jiispersed or gigi or licuid deriodent
flow s the heat transfer mode that is related to it is usually referred to .i
as Dispersed Flow Film Dolling (DFFB) . 1

!

The structure of this f1w regime in highly dependent on the regimes from
which it originates (Fig. 1). Since this report is focused on the
reflooding phase of a LOCA in a PWR, the typical regimes that develop in >

auch situations are of much Ar.terest. Yadigaroglu (1978) report (J that at |
high flooding rates the quality at the quench front is very lw or even
nega tiv e, ao that an inverted annular flow regime is established. Dispersed ,

flow (DF) in created from the break-up of the liquid c. ore. At very lw |
flooding rates the quality near the quench front la high and annular flow -
in expected in the region upstream from the quench front. Betwoon the
position at which the critical heat flux la exceeded and the quench front

.

|
location, a transition regime develops, in which liquid in the form of :

chunks or dropa is ejected into the vapor stream. Since the lw flooding
; rate experiments are the most difficult ones to be predicted by the codos,

the main attention will be paid to the physical mechanisms characteristio
of this conditions and to the models that attempt to simulate them.

Nevertheless some baaio characteristica of DFFB outlined below are common
to other ' physical situations, in which the mist f1w originates directly

,

from the dryout location (evaporator tube in Fig. 2, Collier, 1981), so
that the large amount of experimental and theoretical work concerning thin t

case will be also taken into account.

The heat transfer coefficients that are typical of the mist f1w regime,
even though very lw if compared with those that are met in nucleate
boility, are much higher than the values that are expected in the case of
vapor flowing alone,

,

A part of the heat that la transferred from the wall to the vapor is used
for evaporating the droplets dispersed in the vapor flow, ao that the-
temperature of the steam may remain much lwer than in the absence of a
liquid phase. As not all the heat that is input to the vapor can be
transferred to the liquid phase, significant ateam superheating builds up,
starting from the point of onset of film boilf ng. Recent experiments
performed with water at low to moderate pressure-in a tube (Nijhawan,1980
Evans et al., 1983) have provided the evidence that Very significant
thermal non equilibrium can be generated in dispersed flw boiling, with
vapor superheats of several hundred degrees. .

Minor contributions to the wall cooling are due to the direct wall-tor-
droplet convection and to the radiative heat transfer to the vapor-droplet
mixture.
Dispersed-flow boiling is characterized not only by a noticeable thermal
non equilibrium, but also by a certain mechanical non-equilibrium ( Ardron,
1981; Lee, 1982): the dropleta, starting- from their entrainment position, .

are accelerated by the drag forces created by the higher-velocity steam
fl ow. A terminal velocity is attained very far from the generation point,

. , - - - , - , - - . . _ , _ _ . _ , , _ _ _ _ . . . _ . .
. . . - - . _ . - . _ - - . - . , -
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no that in a large portion of the channel the velocity ratio varies (see
Section 3.3.4).
The mechanical norr-equilibrium has to be regarded as an important
phenomenon in dispert,ed-flw boiling, since all the transfer mechanisms at
the interface between the phases are affected.by the relative velocity. The
velocity of the dropicts deterinines the concentration of the liquid phase
at the different elevations, and thus the efficiency of the vapor
desuperheating mochtrasm.
Interf acial heat transfer, as well as all other exchange mechanisms at the
interface, depend on the driving force (in this case, the temperature
difference! and the interf acial area. The last dependo not only from the i

volumetric concentration of the dropa Nd (dropa per unit volume), but also j

frc*n the size of the " average" droplet and, therefore, from the spo'.trum of
droplet diameters.

Concentration and spectrum of the droplets are strongly dependent from
their previous history and from the generation mechenisms, so that heat
transfer in DFFB, even not considering other phenomena (such as inertial .
deposition of-the dropleto) can be already regarded as history-dependent.
Any model for DFFB ehould have at least the capability to take into account

.

all the outlined phenomenclogical aspects of the associated flow regime,
and from this point of view the large computer codes that aro used in the
nuclear aarety field (such as RELAP and TRAC) have the basic capability to - ;

moet thia - request. Indeed, the six-oquation (two-fluid) model has the
possibility, in principle, to account for both thetual and mechanical non-
equilibrium: if a consistent act of adequate closure laws for heat and "

momentum transfer mechanisms, as well as for droplet' diameter distribution, ;

could be used to close the fW.d equations, the model abould be capable of
a satisfactory almulation on the phenomena involved in DFFD. Actually, a

number of simplifying assumptions and the choice of questionable closure
lawa prevents '' a prioria these codes from a faithful modelling of the
physics.

These deficiencies result in a major difficulty in predicting the results
of the ' experiments where post-CilF conditions existed. Afiri (1985), Chen

(1987) and Akimoto (1987) among othera present in their worka large
discrepancies between the calculated quench time or wall temperaturea - by
means of the TRAC-PF1 code and the experimental data (see Figs. 3, 4 and 5)
for reflooding conditions dominated by DFFB.

Analytis (1987) and llassan (1987) reported analogous difficulties in
predicting the wall temperatures in reflooding experiments by the
RIAAP$/ MOD 2 codo (Figs. 6 and 7) . j

Even though in marr/ cases the aforementionned researchers were able, by |
modifying the - Wall beat ' transfer and interfacial exchange packages, to-
match the experimontal data within an acceptable icvel of accuracy, it is
still doubtful whether a general solution of the prediction problem can be
reached with the actual structure of the codos.-

Thus, while auch sensitivity studios have the merit to ahed more light on-

- the wee.k pointa of the- codes, the need la felt for a more fundamental
investigation of their. limita due to the baaio assumptions- that are

'

implicitly. or explicitly contained in the field equations and closure laws. .
In - the following, the features of the two computer codes TRAC-PF1 (1,ilea
et al., 1986), and RE AF5/ MOD 2 - (Ransom et al. ,1985) that are important for
the modelling of the DFFB regime are discussed. Certain criticisms may be
extreme but are included for completeness.

.

s,e~w a -w ~ e.--.-v-m.,mn.-4 , w w.nm,,-,. , , , , , , _ ,,.,,w._,,_.pw , ,_ m ,n w._. .,nmn, .,-w,,n,gne-p., ,, ,, c- -r-,.,,.. p.-m,
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2. THE REhAP5/ MOD 2 AND TRAC /PF1 CODES
!

P

2.1 Danio Features i

F

!
In this chapter, the snain features of the models for DFFB that are
implemented in the two boat-catinate computer codes for the evaluation of
PWR transienta sponsored by the USNRC (TRAC /PF1 and REAP $/ MOD 2) are
outlined. !

Since these codea are designed to aimulate the themal hydraulio response '

of each component of the primary loop cf a nuclear plant under any
hypothetical accidental transient, the models that are implemented result
frce the compromise ' between the wish to describe in detail the physical :
phenomena and the need to maintain a general validity.
More over, the requirement to maintain the mathematical formulations within

a level of complority that allows a numerical solution of the equations in
a stable and fast fashion, is a further restriction to the implementation -
of very sophisticated modela. For instance, in the case of a highly
dispersed flow the most exact approach for- developing a model would have -
been - the one based on the Interacting Continua . Assumption, thati la on
continuity everywhere for both phases (Ishii and Hishima,1984), as applied
by Soo (1967) to the dynamica of multiphase systems, On the other hand, an
approach that postulates that the two phases are flowing in parallel with
an imaginary interface separating them, seems to be the most convenient |
one. ;

In general, the effects of space and statistical (time) distribution of the
phases, velocities and temperatures can beccee very important. Practically,
the only rational approach for obtaining the macroscopic two-phase flow
formulation .is the application of the time averaging procedure. The
mathematical structure of the field equations of both codes originates from
the Eulerian time averaging and the so-called two-fluid model formulation '

(opposed to the mixturo model) . This yielda a set of 6 equations that have
basically the same form (Ishii,1975) in both codes.

In REAPS the field equations are reduced to their one-dimensional- form by
area averaging.

:

Even though -TRAC /PF1 has the. possibility to use a three-dimensional '

component (VESSEL) in which the cross flow through the core can -be
evaluated, the information on the distribution of variables in the-
direction normal to the main flow is basically lost, since the intensive
quantitites have ' to be represented by values that result' from the average
over cross acotions that are orders of magnitude larger _. than - the area of
the subchannel enclosed between four rod s . - Thus, - in both'' codes,. with
reference to heat transfer frca a wall to -a mist flow, the information
concerning velocity, temperature and void fraction (droplet concentration
profiles) is lost.

We conclude that, concerning interactions betwo -n hydrodynamics and heat
transfer in the subchannela of a nuolcar core, both codes adopt
substantially the one-dimensional approximation.

2.2 One-dimensional Approximation

The one-dimensional approximation of the three-dimensional field equations
concerna'a) the convective ' flux terms in the momentum and energy equations,

, , _ . . _ . . _ _ - . . . . _ . _ . _ . . .,_ _ _ - . . _
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and b) the proper averaging of the values used in- the closure
relationships,

a) Ihg_gpayective flux terrts have the follwing basic form:

V'(o p V V ) bomentum M Wgggg

V-(a e e V ) (energy flux) (C)gggg

V are the void fraction, density and velocity vector of )where a, pg g, g
phase K, and o is the enthalpy (BEL APS) or interaal energy (TRAC),g

13y area averaging, the correct form of these terms becomes:

hCyg<a h M M , andg g g

g C,g <a > p ue n av ng g g g

where the tenma in single brackets are simple area averages, while the
terms in double brackets are phase-fraction-weighted mean values. 1he - ,

Idistribution parameters C and C appear due to the difference betweenyg eK
the average of products of variables and the product of averages. These
parameters in genwal depend from the f1 w characteristics (phase
distribution, volooity profiles, etc.) as ahwn by Yadigaroglu and Lahey
(1976).

In RIl. AP5 these terms, af ter some manipulation, take the form:

b , andapV !
g g g 3,

K g y g)peV

The covariance effecto are thus totally neglected and the nomencla'ture is
simplified by dropping the double-angle-bracket averaging.
As Ishii and Mishima (1984) poir.ted out, in' a one-dimensional model a very
careful analysis of transverse distributions of variables and their erfcots
on the field I.nd closure equations is essential, in order to maintain the
model consistent and accurate.
The distribution effects in the field equations can be taken into account

yg and C,g. C- yg, Wat npmsents no eMeck of h voMby the two far, tors C
,

and momentum flux profiles on the cross-sectional area averaged momentum
flux of phase K, is in - most of the cases different from - unity. The

as calculated from velocity and enthalpy profiles in bothparameter C,g, _

developing. and fully developed f1ws, under normal conditions - (not highly
trans;snt cases) is, on the contrary, close to unity.

b) Ibc distribution effects are not affecting only se field equations by
the covariance effect discussed under a), but also a pear in the Ay.cf_gr.ing
gf the various local closure 1 yJ.3

!!cre the important point (Ishil and Mishima, 1984) is that the averaged
interfacial momentum and heat exctanges should be related to a properly
weighted and averaged local relative velocity- (V ) given byp

|

__ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -__ __
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I

i

.g.

<V,) = { f Y d A (3)
p

fwhere V aV ~Y*Y b ing ge local veloony of Go dopomd phase andp d o d
V, the local velocity of the continous phase. The interf acial exchanges ;

should not be related to the difference between the area averaged mean
velocities of the phases given by

Y = (<V )> ~ <<Y >>
p d o

The difference between (V ) and Y, can be quite large. Since in their one-
!

p
dimencional form the codes necessarily use V , significant errors can bep

+introduced in the oniculation of the interfacial exchanges.

2.3 Closure Lawa

Under the name closure laws the equations used for calculating the
following quantities have to be understood:

1) Interfacial drag
'

2) Interfacial heat transfer
3) Characteristic diameter of the droplet population

-

4) Wall beat transfer
5) Wall drag

In the formulation of all the closure laws the assumption is used that
steady-state correlations hold also under transient conditions.
Concerning the interfacial mass transfer, both the codes use a thermal- ;

energy jump condition that relates vapor generation to interf acial heat
transfer:

~0ig " Oif
7,

~ f
'

g, sat

where'Q and Q are the heat transfer rates per unit vclume fron the
gg gp

interf ace to the gas and the liquid respectively.

The REAP 5 code distinguishes between the vapor source . terms due to
evaporation at the wall and evaporation in the bulk.
Under typical reflooding conditions, the cressure losses associated with
dispersed flow are always small, and especially when the velocities are
low,- negligible pressure drops occur. Thus wall friction will not be-
considered in the present report. It can be sufficiently well modelled in
any case.
One general characteristic of both codes is the use of flow regime maps for
the identification of the limits of existence of the different regimes, in-
order to apply the most appropriate constitutive laws.
The REAPS code fixes the beginning of the mist flow regime when the void
fraction is higher than 0.75, with the additional condition that the vapor
velocity -is high enough to suspend a liquid droplet, according to the
critical velocity. criterion of Wallis (1969)

- . - - . - . . - . ~ . - . , , . . - - . . . - . . _ _ . _ - . ,
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'eg(p p ) 1/ 4
li 1.4a
pg 2

pa .

The TRAC /PFi code also relects the constitutive laws relative to annular ;

mist flow vhen the void fraction is higher than 0.75. In the code, the mist j,

l flow regime is entered when the liquid exists only in the form of entrained
)' droplets: this is an extreme condition that requires high vapor velocities.

Thus, at low vapor velocities typical of reflooding this regime is usually
not ent.cred.

It has been remarked that the selection logic of the wall heat transfer
correlations is relatively independent frm the flow map that is used for
the selection of the closure laws for interfacial drag and heat transfer.
Special techniques of partitioning the wall heat. transfer areas between the 'l
portions Wetted with liquid and in contact with vapor are used in order to 2

try to maintain consistency with the global flow regime model.
I In the ocction concerning wall heat transfer, the consistency of the heat

transfer mechanim rodel with the hypothesized structure of the flow will-L

be discussed.

2,3.1 Interfacial drag

The interphase drag force is expressed in terms of - the relative phase ;
velocity:

,

g |V l YF - C 1i pa
p 7 p p

Independently from the form of the proportionality factor C that contains
the standard drag coefficient, this expression implicitly assumes that
phase and velocity distributions can be neglected, as already stated
earlier.

The drag coefficient is expressed as function of the droplet Reynolds
number, defined- as:

|V |d Pp dg
Re =

g ,

p

where the viscosity p* is the viscosity of the vapor in TRAC and a mixture i

viscosity in RELAP5. The modification of the viscosity of the continuous
phase aims to take into account the additional stresses on the fluid caused

;

by the particles, whose importance drows with their concentration (Ishii
and Zuber, - 197 9) .

The dras coefficient used in TRAC. is provided by a-standard set of formulas
for. a sphere, while RELAP5 extends the correlation suggested ' by Ishii and .
Zuber-(1979) for the viscous regime to the full range of Re '

d

All the correlations employed, deduced from steady-state experiments, are
applied to the transient case, by negicoting the effect of accelerating
flows on the drag coefficient. Moreover, the assumption that the
-ovaporative mass flux does not affect the drag force -is used in both. the
correlationo employed in the two codes. -
The important point hero.is that the drag force is calculated as if a
monodisperse suspension of droplets were flowing into the vapor stream, and

i
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i

not a cloud composed of dropleta of diametera spanning a wide range. - |

The droplet diameter that is considered for the calculation of the drag
ocefficient is the average value determined according to . the following
criteria: j

Common: - Honodisperse cloud of droplets .;
- Dropleta have aphorical shape |

- Distribution effecta are negligible- t

- Vaporization does not affect the drag forco !

TRAC: - Interaction effects on the drag coefficient are negligible

RELAP$: - The droplota are in viscous flow (i ( Red <

2.3.2 Interfacial heat transfer

-In both codes the-heat transfer rate between the superheated steam and the i

droplets is calculated by accounting for the processes of heat convootion-
from the vapor bulk to the drop surface (assumed at saturation temperature)
and the heat transfer from the interface to the bulk of the liquid phase, i

The heat transfer coefficient on the liquid side is high enough to drive
the drops to equilibrium in RELAPS, while the correlation implemented in
TRAC takes into account the physical mechanisms, including the internal
circulation of the liquid inside tM droplet.

Since the droplets aro in most of the situations at naturation, the heat
transfer on the liquid side does not play any important role. Moree
important is the way of taking into account the heat transfer on the vapor
aide.
In both codes the heat transfer coefficient derived by Lee and Ryley (1968)
for isolated drops is used:

Nud = 2 + 0.74 Re0 ' Pr .33
o

d g

where the symbola have their usual meaning.
This equation was obtained by correlating data in the following range of
variables:

Pressure: 1-2 bar .;

Superheat: 3-35 *C
Droplet diameter: 230-1126 pm
Steam velocity: 3-13 m/s.

_

>

It has to be - remarked that the experimental data range la very- narrow,
i- edpecially regarding pressure and vapor superheat. The droplet diameters -

that were investigated do not cover the full range of droplet sizes that *

are expected to show up in most of the practical situations -(e.g.
reflooding) . Moreov er, the ability of this correlation to give correct
results in the case of very anall droplets is questionable (see Toknoka et-
al., 1982).

In the form of the equation it is also implicitly assumed that there is no
effect of the evaporation rate on the heat transfer rate
One further assumption concerns the shape of the droplets: only evaporation .
rates from ' ellipsoidea and spheres are in the data base of the Lee and
Ryley correlation.

Moreover, the distribution effects on the global vaporization rate are
neglected. This is correct as long as at least two out of the three

a
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parameters that determine the interfacial heat transfer (interfacial area,
relative velocity and temperature difference between the phases) have a
flat profile over the cross section.

Finally, the whole spectrum of dre.let sizes is characterized by a single
representative drop diameter.

In summary, the following h)'potheses are used in the model of interfacial i

heat transfer

1) The functional form of the correlation of Lee and Ryley holds in a
range of variables such wider than the data base from which it was -
originated;

2) Vaporization mass fluxos don't affect the haat transfer process;
3) Droplet concentration and velocity profiles may be assumed flat

(uniform heat oink);
4) The droplets are e.ph erical and of uniform size (representativo

diameter);
$) The interaction between the droplets is negligible.

2.3.3 -Dropict_ diameter

As mentioned before, interfacial transfer modelling requires an average
droplet diameter, In both codes this is not calculated on the basis of the
physical mechanisms that affect the droplet size distribution (evaporation,
aerodynamic break-up, break-up induced by spacer grida and impingement on
the wall, coalesoonce), by following the history of the droplet population-

since its generation. Instead the average diameter is derived fran a local
stability criterion. The droplet size depends on the local conditions,
namely relative velooity and fluid properties and is calculated from the

,

local critical Weber number

p V d
W e =$ g

In this f ashion the number of droplets changea without any relation to the
actual mechanisms that cause this modification, and the average diameter
increases above the quench front, since ths relative velocity initially
decreases, as the liquid is accelerated. The consequence is that the-
interfacial area decreases very sharply, with an unphysical very rapid .

degradation of the heat sink.

A more general asstroption is made implicitely by the use of a single
Irepresentative- drop 1r t diameter: the hydrodynamics of the droplet flow can -s '

be described by using the coordinates of the center of mass of the liquid
phase. Without this basio' assumption the dispersed flow should be described
by several momentum equations, one for each group _of droplets whose
momentum- falls into a range defined by discretizing the continous-
distribution.

In summary, the codes use the following simplifications:

1) The_ droplet hydrodynamics can be described -in a sufficiectly;
accurate way by considering the motion of the center of mass of the
liquid phase.

2) The droplet average size depends only from the local conditions.
3) Break-up and coalescence of the droplets are neglected.

. _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ . _ . - ~ _ _ , _ _
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2.3.4 Wall heat transfer

The wall-to-fluid heat transfer proccas in DFFB is described by taking into
account the following three contributions: convective heat transfer to the

'

vapor, convective heat transfer to the liquid (dropa) and radiative heat
transfer.

Radiative heat transfer In TRAC only the radiative flux to the liquid,
while in REAP 5 a complete radiation energy exchange network between wr.ll,
vapor and liquid are considered. In both oodes the assumption is used that
the mixture la optically thin, so that any portion of the fluid exchanges -
radiation directly with the boundary surfaces. .

'

.Cpnvective heat tranaffr. It to not possible here to give the details of ,

the convective heat transfer models in the two coden, but only the most ;
important aspects will be reviewed.

Both codes partition the wall heat flux between the two phases; two heat
transfer coefficients are calculated for the heat transfer wall-to-liquid +

and wall- to-vapor. For the calculation of the contact area, R E AP5
distinguishes between reflooding and otner physical _ situations. In

conditions other than reflooding the two areas are simply proportional to
the volumetric fractions ir the adjacent cell. In the case of reflooding, ,

the total wall heat transfer area is considered available for contact with
both the phases, and the partitioning is implicit in the definition of the
heat transfer coefficients.

The TRAC code uses a similar technique. ;

it is important to notice that the way to partition the convective heat
flux to the two phanos dependo only on the average values of the variables
in the fluid cell and the wall temperature, and not on parameters that
account for the phase concentrations locally necr the wall (e.g. droplet
mass flux to the wall), that can be derived only frvm the consideration of
the hydrodyr.amics of the dinpersed phase. The analysis of the consistency i

of the whole heat transfer package is beyond' the acope of the present
report.

The only remark that as worthwhile to make le that in both codes the hgat
transfer rate to the liould ohnee:in film boiling in onlculated by using a
Bromley-type correlation, that accounts for heat tr&nsf9r +o the bulk.

iliquid by conduction through- the vapor-film. While thia choice refloots tho
apparent similarities between film boiling in _ a pool and . inverted annular
flow, it is completely arbitrary for dispersed ' flow, when cnly a small .
portion of the entrained liquid phase interacts with the wall.
Even more questionable is the une of the Forciund-Rohnenow equation
together with the Bromley correlation in TRAC. The Forslund-Roheenow

| correlation, as pointed out by Afifi (1985), was originally developed to-
L account for an additional heat transfer mechanism at low quality and high

mass flux, and it should give the total heat flux to the liquf d.

This heat transfer rate calculation method is surely imposed by the need to
account for a vide range -of post-CHP conditions without using specialized
modela. It la clear, however, that the above mentioned characteristica make
the heat transfer packages more suitable for describing inverted annular
film boiling rather than DFFB.

The heat traftaf_gr rate to the vapor la calculated by using the Dougall-
Rohsenow correlation (1963), which has the same form of the Dittus-Boelter
correlation, that is atrictly valid for single phase _ turbulent flow at low
wall-to-bulk temperature ratio: the modified form (Dougall-Rohsenow) uses a
Reynolds number that is corrected to reflect the volumetric flow rate of
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j the two-phase mixture. Thus use of this last correlation in DFFB implies
that the structure of the f1w typical of single phase forced convection is
not modified by the presence of the dispersed phase, so that the heat,

transfer rate to the vapor la the same as if it were flowing alone in the
channel.
It has also to be taken into account that the Dittus-Boelter equation la
valid for fully developed turbulent flow, that is, at some distance from
the entry crosa sootion (L/D ) 20) . In case of DFFD the entrance point can
be identified as the Cllr location, where a continuous vapor film along the
channel wall starts to develop. A further assumption la that a correlation
valid for fully turbulent flow (he > 20000) holds at the low Reynolds
numbers typical of rerlooding.

Moreover, as already noted earlier, all the correlations were derived from
steady-state experimento; this conotitutes standard practices the transient
characteristics of the flow are assumed not to affect the heat transfer
proccasca to a large extent,

Finally, the effect of the spacer grida on the structure of the flow and
heat transfer la ocupletely neglected.

In summary, it is assumed that:
,

1) The heat flux partition to the two phases depends on the average
flow parameters in the fluid cell and the wall te4 perature.

2) The heat flux to the liquid phase can be calculated on the basia nf
, the Bromley model.
'

3) llent transfer to the vapor is not affected by the presence of the_
dispersed phase.

4) The flow is fully developed.
| $) The flow is fully turbulent.

; 6) The mixture la optically thin.
7) The effect of spacer grida la negligible.;

i
'

2.3.5 Final remarka

The heat transfer mechanisms that arn taken into account by the' codes (wall
to liquid, wall to. vapor and vapor to liquid) put the DFFD models into the
category of the so-celled three step mode)a..

The models may be also defined as mechanistio,- since the phenomenology la
fullt accounted for, ' and the only amount of empiricism is due to the use of
correlations for describing the elementary mechanisms of heat. - mass and.
moaentum exchange.

The limits of - the models are coming from a) some of the assumptions = that
have been hight ighted in the previous sections, and b) from the improper
use of some correlatione.
In the following only the first of the two categories of possible souroen

i; .of inaccuracy will bo _ discussed in details the validity of every assumption
sill be discussed on the baala of the experimental evidence or the most
recent studies.

|

r
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3. PilEN0 MEN 0LOGICA1. ASPECTS OF DFFB

3.1 General

The phenomenology associated to DFFB is quite complex since the coupling of
the two phases affects the mechanisms of heat and momentum exchange.

The dispersed phase has flow characterictics (size of the droplets,
velocity ccaponents) that are statistical in nature and are strongly
dependent on their initial values at the point of generation of the droplet
cl oud .

The turbulence intensity and transport properties of the continous phase
are modified by the presence of the liquid particles. to an extent that is
depending from the concentration, distribution and spectral composition of
the dispersed phase. On the other hand, the motion of the droplets and
their heat, mass and momentum exchanges are strongly dependent on the flw
characteristics of the continuous phase. Additional complication is brought
from the transient r.ature of the phenomena investigated and from the lack
of a well established criterion for the boundary between the laminar and
turbulent regimes for a f1 wing two-phase mixture.
Because of the complexity of the phenomena involved, only some aspects that
have been studied most extensively will be treated in detail, and the
alternatives to the approach used in the codes will be examined.

3.2 Inunequacy of the One-dimensional Approach-

The basic difficultien that stem from the averaging of the conservation
equations over a cross sectional area were already mentioned: not only the
distribution coefficients C and C,y, should be calculated, but also theyg
closure lows should empl;y properly averaged values of the flow varia.,les,
that is, the radial profiles hav e to be guessed in advance. For the
calculation of these coefficients, empirical formulas derived from the
volumetric-flux-distribution parameter C, of the drift flux model have been
proposed (Ishii and Hishima,1984) .

A major difficulty aricos when the effects of phase distribution on closure
relations have to be taken into account. In the following, the two examples
of interfacial drag and heat transfer are discussed briefly, while the two-
dimensional effects on wall heat transfer will be discuesed in Section
3.2.5.

.

Based on the drift flux formulation. Ishii ant) Hishima (1984) showed that
the average relative velocity (V > (defined from Eq. (3) in Section 2.2)

r
that must appear in the closure laws for bubbly-flow may be approximated
(when V is much smaller than the phase velocities or is nearly uniformp
over the cross section) by

1-Cg(ad
(V > a <<V >> - Cg (<V >> (4)3_ d

where C is the distribution coefficient of the dispersed phase andg
((V >>' <'v )) the average velocities of the dispersed and continous phase,d e
respectively.

. _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -
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Even though in principle one could--derive a ':.imilar. expression - for -
dispersed droplet f1w and the possibility of taking into account the two-
dimensional (distribution) effects through the factor .C is wrod
interesting, adequate values of C f r all the possible conditions of mist

od
flow are required.

'

As shown by Lee and Durst (1982) the velocity distribution of monodisperse .
particles L.nd of the carrying gas are dependent on the size of the
particles (Fig. 8), as long as the particles are small.
The experimed 3 of Lee and Durst were conducted in an adiabatic pipe, so i

that the'er. . ** annot be fully applied to dispersed flow in heated
can be affected by .thechannels, but o measurements show that <?p) .

droplet sise through the distribution coefficient C # E*" * "
od

velocity profile.

Since no drif t flux correlations have been propose < that include the effect '|
of the droplet diameter, a correction of (V > based on the drift flux model j

r
j a not readily ava41able.

' '

A further complication is - due to the fact that tha particle concentration -f
profile 9 so affects Cod (Zuber and Findlay,1965) . As the data of Hagiwara
et al. (1980) for adiabatic pipe flow show (Fig. 9) , the _ drop d.
concentration etarts falling in the turbulent core and goes to zero ud./,

the wall. Th e concentration profile is likely to be influenced by -the -
presence of the hot wall also (see 3.2.2). ,

In conclusion, it is clear from Eq. (4)- that (V > cannot be . calculatedp
unless the concerd"ation profile is known.

-

I The concentration profile affects the average drag for 'e not only through
its effect on the average relative velocity, but also because the
interfacial area concentration depends on it.

| The average interfacial heat exchange and the average evaporation rate
depend somewhat . less from . the average relative velocity (since .they are

0
proportional to Re * ) Lut u linearly proportional to the average area-

d
- concentration and the vapor temperature.

,

Since the temperature profile is modified 'according to the distribution of
,.

heat sinks (droplet concentration profile), it will probab'y not- be flat in
the turbulent core, so that the heat sink intensity cannot be calculated by

j_ simply multiplying an cverage temperature difference times L the average
| interfacial area concentration. Thus, only by a two-dimensional analysis of

,

the vapor temperature field it will be possible to account properly for the .
7

1. distributed heat sink.
l' From - these two examples it is alread3 clear that the simulation may be
;

uncertain, if no proper distribution parameters are available, and when the'

average of the product of variables is substituted by the product of the
average values.

3 .3 On the Closure Laws Implementeo in the Codes

Various assumptions affeting the appropriateness of the closure laws used
in the codes are discussed in this section. The subsections of this section
correspond to those of Section 2.3. .

,

-,-....m-em,.-. ,, m , , , . . , . ,. .. ,, T- W--
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: 3 .3 .1 Interfacial drag- ,

The drar coefficient = is calculated. by formulas based' on steady-state
s .rperiments.m As | Tomkin and Mohta- (1912) pointed out, the .only. situations ,

-where r'nali spheres are known to - move steadily ocour- when they achieve
their terminal velocity in a stagnant- fluid or when- they are fully carried
by a steadily. ' moving fluid. ..In . the actual conditions prevailing in ' mist
flow neither situation occurs.
These authors have experimentally shown that the drag coefficient can be
sensibly higher in the case of accelerating flow (d(V >/dt > 0)_ and lower -p
for dt.celerating flow (d(V >/dt ( 0), and were able to correlate the actual

r
drag -with the standard steady-flow value by- including a functional :
dependence on the non-dimensional = group

d(V ) ,

d p

(V )p
r

The effect of such a correction could be.a few percent. If one assumes that ,

the motion of the droplets can be described in terms of one momentum ; *

equation applied to the conter of mass of the dispersed ! phase, the drag
force per unit volume can be expressed as. (Ishii End Mishima,1984) ';

" "= -(a ) ( D)p
g

and- r are,where a is the interracial area - co nce ntration, r, p
f

respectively, the Sauter mean radius and the mean " drag radiue", defined
as:

p a
D -4Ad-

where B is the volume of a typical particle and' A is the area
d d

perpendicular to the_ flow. Kataoka and Ishii' (1983) showed ' that for
r

gpkgrical oarticles the shape factor. 79 is equal to i regardless of -the
D

particle size distribution.

The assumption .of spherical particles must be examined. ncrt. According to
Clift et al. (1978), a droplet of equivalent diameter d,1s spherical if-

the Eotvos number (Eo = g Ap d,/a) is less than- 0.4. If this criterion 1s-
, - - -

applied to a system of water and vapor at- atmospheric pressure, for d, 1

mm, wo find Eo=0.17. Thus, at least when the acceleration forces are not
very intense, the shape factor can'be assumed to be olose to unity.
According to a criterion proposed by Ishii and Zuber (1979), the distorted.
fluid particle regime is characterized by a viscosity number N

Ng
N =

E *- (p a )

.

higher than a critical value N
9

, . . - .. -- . ~. .-,
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,

[ = 0.11
P 8/3,

9

with

3

r P 5AP'4/7 *Dg
f14 0.08y = 0.55 ~1

g

According to this criterion the presence of distorted fluid particles
during reilooding should be excluded, at least at distances from the QF
where the droplet population has been stabilized. Under suoh conditions the
drag coefficient for the vfscous regime (spherical particles) should be
appropriate.

___

i 'st above c quench front, howev er, large chunks of liquid are ejected into
4e vapor stream and are accelerated unt.il break-up occurs. In this region,
le drag force chould be better calculated using drag coefficients
spropriate for the distortod-particle regime (Harmathy, 1969), where c

D
opends only on the particle radius and fluid properties, i.e C ~

D

fr EAp Mu a o n a ngime for so W s@ e n s).D

The _e_f f e c t of mass afflux (evaporation or condensation) on the drag
coefficient has been investigated among others by Chuchottaworn et al.
(1985), who found a dependency on the mass transfer numbn Bg

Re Sc

M " Sh(1-x)

where Sc and Sh cro the Schmidt and Sherwood numbers, respectively.
The main shortccaing of using the standard drag coefficient laws is due to
the fact that they use mostly the results of measurements based on i

stationary single particles in a laminar stream, rather than considering a
cloud of particles moving with a rather small relative velocity in a
higher-v elocity turbulent gas flow. The analy sis by Lee (1987) of
experimental data of Lee and Durst (1982) and Tsuji (1984) demonstratos
that par ticle interactions modify rensibly the dependency of C "

D
Reynolds number in the highly dispersed gas-particle viscous regime. For
large particles and large concentrations, the drag coefficient becomes
larger, but for small particles and suiall cooncentrations the reverse is
true.

An apparent Viscosity correction proposed by Ishii (1977), that takes into
account only the particle volumetric concentration, does not account

,

sufficiently for the cbserved modification (up to an order of ragnitude) of
the drag coefficient. A relation that takes into consideration also
relative velocity and perticle size has been proposed by Lee (1957) only
for high void fractions ()0.992). Generally theoretical and experimental
studies of polydisperse elm 'T particles are lacking.

3.3.2 Interfacial heat transfer

The possible insufficiency of the correlation of Lee and Ryley (1968) for
hgat transfer to dIpplets in steam, under conditions that are typical of
most post-CHF regimes, is mostly due to the lack cf high vapor superheating
in its data base. As showed theoretically by Hoffmann and Ross (1972), and

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ -..
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-confirmed bylthe experiments of Yuen and Chen (1978), in the range of high
IReynolds numbers and high evaporation rates, the . mass ~ efflux from the

droplet reduces convective heat transfer from - the superheated steam. This ,

shielding effect is expressed in terms of the Spalding number

o -Tsat)~g , J(Tg

fg

but the functional dependency of the Nusselt number from B is somewhat
_

controversial (see Harpole,1979, for further details) .

The assumption of uniform drunlet concentration has already been discussed
in relation to the covarh nce in the expression . of the average ~ heat
transfer rate in sootion 2.3.2. Here it is worthwhile to underline ~ that,-

while this hypothesis is very convenient, since it allows ~ to simplify-
considerably the mathematical formulations, the only experimental' evid~1ce .

that is available to justify it is due to Cumo (1973) . In his experiments
performed with Freon-12 the transversal distribution (measured by dividing '
the channel in only 6 zones) was measured for p/p > 0.3, quality > 0.6,

2mass flux > 280 kg/m a and average droplet diameters smaller than 50 pm.
This range. does not cover either the typical conditions cf disp < reed flow
during reflooding (p = 1 to 4 bar, 0 ( 200 kg/m s), nor the vi.idage conditions-
in most other practical applications. Indeed, up to intermediatas pressures
of 70 bar, dispersed flow is present already for -x ) 0.2.
The average droplet sizes reported in the literature are larger than those-
observed by Cumo (e.g. Wong,1980; Seban,1980) . As can be learned from the
equation of motion, the dimension of the drop is crucial in determining'its
trajectary and therefore its radial position. The coarse partition used by
Cumo to investigate the transverse concentration profile (6 zones)~ does not
allow the evaluation of the conoontratfon near the wall _ ' which is very
important since it influences the' temperature profilo (local ,

desuperheating), and thus, the heat transfer rate.- Therefore the
experiments- by Cumo cannot definitely answer the question whether any
concentration orofile develops along a heated pipe.

Notwithstanding this observation, there is, however, general agreement on -
the fact that the axial velocity of the dispersed phase is radially; nearly

uniform (see Section 3.3.3) .
-Any reduction of the total evaporation rate due to overlapping _ boundary
layers around the droplets in a cloud is not well establic ad. Recent -
etudies on tho - evaporation rates uf dense sprays of fuel -by Bellan ~ and
Harstad (1987) showod that the evaporation time of closely. packed fuel'>-

|: particles is weakly dependent on the relative velocity between the cluster
'

of drops and the carrying gas. It is postulated that what controls the
evaporation rate is the difficulty of penetration of the outer flow through
the dense cluster: at very - high . droplet concentration the outer - flow -
bypasses _the cluster of drops and only the drops at the periphery " feel .
-it", while the drops at the center evaporate at the rate typical of spheres
in a -quiencent fluid. The development of this research is still in an early
phase ' and no definitive conclusion or models are available. It appears,
howev er, that sensible reductions of the evaporation rate with -respect to-
the single-drop model prediction may occur when the droplets' are not highly
dispersed. Indeed, theoretical studies by Labowsky (1978) in the range of

_

very low Reynolds - number (Re < 1) have shown that even . When spacing
be twe.en the droplets is five ' diameters (corresponding to a vold' fraction .
higher than 0.99), a 307. reduction of the evaporation rate is to be
expected. The effect of interaction at higher Re is quite controversial'.

#

w- r
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O'Rourke (1981) used in his model an augmentation factor, obtained by a
thorough analysis of neveral sets of experimental results. On the contrary,
in a review paper on evaporating sprays, Faeth (1983) concludes that the
effect of adjacent drops on vaporization rates is practically negligible.
It is evident that more experimental work is neces sa ry to shed lic,ht on
this aspect of the interaction between the droplets.

3.3.3 Droplet diameter

It has been alreaoy remarked that all the closure laws are affected by the
size of the droplets, since, according to the particle diameter, the same
liquid volume may produce very different interfacial areas.
The characterization of polydisperse sprays of droplets by an average
diameter would have been justified only if neither the axial velocity nor
the concentration depended from the radial coordinate or from the size of
the droplet (cffect of averaging of products of variables). Since, as
mentioned above, the issue of the radial concentration profile is open, the
use of an average diameter in the expression for the interf acial ares is
highly questionable. The total interfacial area at any elevation along the
channel can be anyway properly calculated by using a characteristic droplet
diameter, if the axial velocity is not strongly dependent on the size of
the droplets.

Monsurements of droplet velocit!,es in tubes (the only experiments that
offer results free of bundle wall effects) for annular-mist flow (Wilkes,
1983) and dispersed flow above a quench front ( Ardron and Hall,1981) show
that small and largo droplets t.avel axially at approximately the same
velocity, close to the terminal velocity of the droplets of average size. A
poesible explanation for this lies in the different radial migration of
small and large droplets: the small drops are carrjed by the turbulent
eddies toward the wall where thcy loose part of their axial momentum, while
the large ones, less affected by the turbulent eddies, are continuously
accelerated, Momentum exchanges due to collisions may also contribute to
render uniform ths velocities of the droplets. Therefos c, as first
approximation, a momentum equation written for the center-of-mass of the
liquid phase should give correct information aoout the average axial
velocity and the distribution of the droplets in axial direction.

The droplet sizo spectrum is difficult to define, since it is dependent
upon the droplet generation mechanisms. The proposed distribution function
forms are mostly derived from experiments in which the atomization of
liquid by air stroams was studied (e.g. Nukiyama and Tanazawa, 1938).
Implicit in this approach is the dependence of the size distribution from
the mechanisms that are responsible for the fragmentation. The maximum
diameter is usually calculated using a critical Weber number.

Such fragmentation critoria, according to the studies of

Kocamustafaogullari et al. (1983) and Kataoka et al. (1983), overestimate
the droplet size: in some experiments it has been observed that downstream
from the quench front the dreps were too small to have been generated by
the standard droelet disintegration mechanism. Therefore the majority of
droplets must hav e been generated at their time of entrainment and not
during their flight as droplets.

At gas velocities beyond the inception of entrainment in annular flow
(Kataoka et al. , 1983), the droplete are generated by the shearLg off of
roll waves. The study of such a mcchanism has yielded a correlation that
fits the data of De Jarlais (1983) in IAFB quite well. At lower gas fluxos,
like in the case of a alcwly advancing quench front, the maximum ntable
droplet size may be estimated (Koctuaustafaogullari et al., 1983) by
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considering the relative' velocity for churn turbulent flow, as calculated'
using the' criten ion of-. Wallis (1969)', referred to in Section 2.3 Most of
the data obtained in the FLECHT-SEASET experiments (Lee et al.,1982) could

- be correlated by the relation (Kocamustafaogullari et al. ,1983):

.

N3
4 A Nd a

m gap , p

where N is the viscosity number defined in Section 3.3.1.
.p

A different droplet generation mechanism has been' observed in single tube
reflooding expo *1ments in glass test sections ( Ardron and Hall,1981). Here
very large liquid globules were generated at the quench front, by
disintegration of waves formed in the wetted portion of the tube (Fig.10) .
A stable droplet size distribution was observed quite far from the
generation point.

Following their generation, the population of droplets undergoes
evaporation, break-up and coalescence.
In summary. - the experimental evidence suggests that the mechanisms of drop
generation and break-up should be considered separatelyr this is not the
case in the computer codes.

Moreover, aerodynamic break-up is not the only cause of fragmentation of
the droplets, since collisions with the wall ano with the spacer grida and '

among droplets -are also effective in changing the droplet size spectrum.
Since the varjous fragmentation processes depend on different critical
values of the Weber n9mber, it is clear that the drop stability limit
changes along the flow path according to the predominance of the .various
mechanisme.

'

The ERSEC experirents (Jubel, 1984) showed an increasing droplet number

| flux downstream from the quench front. A break-up mechanism is considered
responsible for this trend. As shown by Krzeczkowski (1980), the mechanisms
of droplet deformation and disintegration as well ao the duration of the

2break-up depend on the Weber number, the Laplace number (La a p ad/p ), and
f f

the ratio p /p .g g
Practically only the Weber number is important. Sarjeant (1978) has
conducted the most extensive and systematic study on the . break-up-
mechanisms. He found that the critical Weber number is practically
independent from the drop Reynolds number, and depends on whether the
droplet is suddenly or gradually exposed to a gas stream. Break-up time and

-number of fragments depend on the Weber number. The size distribution of
the fragments has been studied, among others, by Podvysatsky and Shrayber
(1984).
Coalescence of drops certainly takes place immediately dounstream of the-
quench front, due to the chaotic motion of the entrained droplets. Ardron
and Hall (1981) . report that collisions and disintegration processes were
still taking place 1 m above the quench front. Clare and Fairbairn (1984)
observed that the Sauter mean diameter increased with elevation above the
qvench front and presumed that drop coalescence was the cause of it. Few
theoretical studies and no experimental data were found, concerning
collision rates and coalescence mechanisms. The most complete model known
to the authors nas been developed by O'Rourke (1981) for Diesel engine
sprays: advanced statistical methods are used to calculate the local
collision and coalescence rates. Simpler mechanistic models can be
successfull ' in situations where the turbulent dif0 . ion is the mechanism -
responsible - for collisions (e.g. , Williams and Crane,1984) .

!
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The fragmentation associated with impact of drops onto the spacer grids has
been etudied in recent years (Lee, for exhaple, Adams and Clare, 1984). A

simple break-up model has been presented by Yao et al. (1988).

3.3.4 Wall heat transfer

In the post-CliF regime there is no stable contact between the wall and the
liquid, and the partition of the wall contact area betwcon liquid and gas
is therefore quite embiguous. In reality, immedir ly above a quench front,
a very intense droplet flow to the wall in enpal of removing a remarkable

amount of heat, by strong ev aporat. ion with- the superheated thermal

nubl ayer or, if the temperature of the w ali is l ower than a limiting
temperature, by direct contact with the hot wall. There is no general
agrecuent regarding this limiting temperature; the highest alue found in

the literature is 870 K ( Hishio and lirata. 1978). The two heat transfer
mechaninma, that according to the Ilocje (1975) terminol ogy can be
identified as " dry" and " wet" cont acts, are the two main contributors to -

the er.hancement of the heat transfer rate just above the quench front. 'Iha
relativ e importance of the wet contacts decreases, obviously, with

increasing w all temperature. The recent experiment al finding of Yao and
Cai (1985) that the wett. ability of a surface depends not only from the
velocity normal to the surface, but also from the tangenti al component

Sshould also be mentioned: therefore the heat transfer effectiveness to a
mist flow depends strongly on the hydrodynamics of the droplets. 3

The hydrodynamic behavior of the droplets above the quench front is a
chaotic one, and a mechanistic model that would att empt to calculate the
interaction of the liquid phase with the wall needs the droplet size
distribution and the transverse momentum distribution. As the detail s of
the generation mechanicms of the droplets are not known up to date, the
present approach for taking into decount the high heat fluxes immediately
above the quench front is highly empirical. The nost popular method is to
use the highest value of the llTC between that calculated frcn a transition
boiling correlation (e.g., Weisman, 1981) and that calculated f rom a film

boiling correlation (Bromley-like). Alternatively the heat flux can be
directly correlated with the distance from the quench front (e.g., Yu and ~

Yadigaroglu , 197 9) .
Further dow nstream of the quench front or in the post-CllF zone of an
evaporator tube, the droplets lose their initial transverse momentum. In
this region, a mechanistic approach for the calculation of the contribution
of the dispersed phase to the total wall heat flux must i ake into account
primarily the turbulent, deposition. !!cre the droplets can be transported
towards the wall only by turbulent diffusion, and the possibility of
reaching the wall is determined by the force balance on the drop. On this
basis, Lee and Almena s (1982) have calculated that, in the typical ranges
of variables that are of practical interest, the droplets having diameters
> 20 pm will not impinge on the surface, unless external forces are applied
(e.g. interaction with flow retrictions like spacer grids in rod bundle) .
If this result is accepted, all the convective neut flux should go to the
vapor. Any Bromley type film boiling correlation is also inapplicable, as
the heat transfer process la different frce a conductive one through a
developing vapor film.

The effectiveness of the presence of the droplets la due t o two causes: a)
the temperature of the vapor near the wall is reduced because of the strong
vaporization of the droplets flying in the thermal boundary layer, and b)
the structure of the hydrodynamic boundary layer is modified. with an
effect on the thermal boundary layer as well.

The first effect in quite evident, since the migr? tion of droplets towards

_______ -_- -_ _
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the wall, with consequent evapontion in the zone of hi h vaporb
temperature, reduces the temperature near the wall and increases the
driving temperature difference between the wall and the vapor. In this
respect the calculation of the radial droplet concentration profile is
crucial: it can be assumed that the droplets undergo a diffusive process in
the radial direction, by receiving transverse impulse in the turbulent core
and penetrating by inertia in the viscous sublayer, where the force balance
controls their motion (see, e.g. F1 Kansaby and Ganic,1984) .

In order to explain the second contribution, it is convenient to separate
the enhancement of the total heat flux due to the evaporation of the
droplete from that due to the modification of the heat transfer coefficient
to the vapor, because of the above contioned hydrodynamic effect. In this
respoet the experimental evidence concerning the modification of the heat
transfer coefficient in upflow gas-solid mixtures compared to pure gas
flow s can be directly transferred to the steanrwater mist flow. As Depew
(1979) pointed out, a dispersed phase alters convection in several ways:

1) Because of the penetration of the particles in the viscous sublayer,
the sublayer becomes thinner.

2) In the core of the turbulent flow, the conv^ctive eddy motion is
dampened (this mechanism hampers heat transfer) .

3) Slip between particles and gas enhances the mixing of the carrier
gas.

4) Radial motion of the solids promotes energy exe ange between the
laminar sublayer and the turbulent core.

All these effects contribute to the al t eration of the viscous sublayer
thickness and the slope of the gas velocity profile, which control heat
transfer in convectiv e flow. Theofanous (1982) has experimentally shown
that the stnture of the turbulence is strongly affected by the dispersed
phase, and Tsuji et al. (1984), by employing LDA techniques that allow the
measurement of the rcdial profiles of the gas and particle velocities, have -

demonstrated that the gas velocity profile flattens or even becomes concave
in the center of the pipe and becomes steeper in the region near the wall,
when 500 pm diameter particles are added to the Pir flow (see Fig. 11).
Such an effect was not observed for larger particles but this can be
explained by the low loading ratios (i.e. for ratios of mass flow rates of
particles to gas < 1).

Accordin6 to the respective effectiveness of mechaninms 2 and 1,3,4 the
heat transfer coefficient HTC may be rtduced or increased.

The experimental findings are:

a) According to the ranges of particle sizes below (Shrayber, 1976). and

for a density ratio of p /p = 10 :

d ( 30 pm: only small reductions of the hte are obse rv ed for
P loading ratios (c) lower than 1. For higher m

substantial enhancements (up to 500 L) are possible.

30 < d < 500 pm: The e nhancocent factor decreasen with increasing
I particle size. Subs tantial reductions of the hte are

observed up t. o loading ration of 5 to 10. This
reduction may be due to the transition from turbulent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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to laminar region (llasegawa et al., 1983) . : Slight
improvemont of the llTC with respoot' to the single-

' phase caso are possible at higher m.

m: Remarkable reductions (at low m) and large
dE ) 500 enhancements (at high m) are - characteristio' of ' this

particle alzo. A collicion mechanism is postulated to
be responsiblo for- the radial migration of the-
largest particles.

The minimum value of the llTC la obtained when the characteristic dimension
of the particle in comparable to the thickness of the viscoua sublayer in
the undisturbed flow of the gas alone (Jepoon,1963) .

b) The HTC enhancement is reduced at high Reynolda numbora (40 000 to 70 000
5in air) and ~ at very high values '(10 ) the HTC monotonically decreanos

for any m (Donhroyd and llague, 1970),

c) The enhancement la higher for larger diametera of the pipo (Boothroyd
and llague,1970) ,

d) The enhancement increases with the- ratio between the absolute
temperatures of the wall and the gas (Sukomel,1979) .

e) With aufriciently high loadings, the presence of particles resulta in an
increase of the themal entry length up to 40 - 50 diameters (Kianjak,
1984).

Therefore, the ratio of the !!TC in dispersed flow and in single phase flow
depends on the loading ratio (quality) , droplet aize, Raynolda number,
hydraulic diameter and wall temperature. To the author's knowledge no
empirical . correlation has been nroposed that taken into account all- those
parameters.

In an attempt to correlate the heat transfer enhancement in como reflooding
experiments, Drucker et'al. (1984) proposed that the enhancement factor has

.

to be function of .the dimensionless group p or/Re*, but the largo acatter.of
'data in a plano that usca this number as independent variable (eeo Hassan,

1986), olcarly indicates that the correct parametera that control the
phenomenon have not yet been identified (Fig.12).

All the considerations that have been mado until now refer to- a fully __
developed turbulent flow. The physical picture - . is somewhat "more
complicated.
At the low Reynolds numbers (4 000-10 000)- typical . of - low - reflooding ' a
transitional flow in likely to occur. As the experiments show (Lawn,1969;

.

.

Gnielinski, 1976) the wall heat flux dropa ' below that calculated by any
I Dittus-Boelter type correlation (based on Reynolds analogy) -at Reynolds

numberc lower than 20 000. The use of the Dougall-Rohnenow correlation for -
the heat transfer to vapor in DFFB may lead to a significant error.
.Moreover the - flow in DFFB is never fully developed since a continuous
evaporation procesc .modifica all the flow parameters, including the
Reynolda number. It is reasonable to assume a quasi-fully developed flow
when the temperature and velocity profilee have reached their

characteristic shapes in turbulent-flow.

In this respect two different situations are expected. In the case of the
post-CilF ' regime downstream from the dry-out point in an evaporator tube,

~.
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the v_elocity distributions in the liquid annulus and in the . vapor core have {
already developed profiles, so that it can be assumed ~ that the-yapsr
ytlocity orofile downstream of' the thermal crisis point. is already
developed.- This is also the case when a high quality mir.ture is present at
the _ quench front, that is when onnular-wavy flow occurs upstream of. the
quench front position. >

The develooment._ of_ Jhe thermal boundary laver, on the other hand, starts
frce the dryout point, - where the vapor temperature is uniformly equal ~- to
the saturation temperature _ (Koirumi, 1979). It is ' believed that the
develooment _ of the thermal boundary layer will not be affected very much by -
the presence of the droplets, as long as they_are highly-dispeased. .

,

_

A different physical picture is expected when churn-turbulent- flow . is
present at the quench front._ In this case both the velocity: and temperature-
profiles have to develop, and the influence of the turbulence- created by
the droplets is likely to be very important. However, _ in the zone
immediately above the quench front, the heat transfer by convection to the
vapor is not the predominant mechanism, so . that a large _rror in - the -

'e
prediction of the thickness of the hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers
cannot affect very much the total heat flux. Downstream of L this highly
turbulent tone, when 'the droplets have lost their initial ' transverse
velocity, it can be assumed again that the boundary layers grow at the 'same
rate as in single phase flow.

The assumption of optical,1v thin mixture used in the models for radiative
"

heat transfer holds only at low pressures (p = 1 bar) and very high void .
fractions () 0.99) . When the typical geometries of the nuclear cores are .
considered (D a 10-13 mm) .

,

In Fig.13 some. calculations with a 'model that employs the optically thin
medium assumption (Sun e t . al . , 1975) are presented together with . the

i results obtained by Deruaz and Petitpain (1976) by means of a t more
sophisticated wpproach. It is easily recognized that a discrepancyz up to
100% is possible in the most unfavorable cases.
The enhanced mist cooling downstream of grid spaaers . is an important heat
transfer mechanism, especially during reflood emergency cooling - (Lee ' et
al., 1984)'. The spacer grH can enhance the fuel rod heat' transfer by. four -
cechanisms (Yao et al., 1988): direct. radiation from the fuel rods, thermal
boundary layer separation and reattachment, spacer grid . early rewetting,
and break-up of , droplets in smaller fragments. Overlooking the presence of'
the spacer grids results in overprediction of the cladding temperatures.

The last assumption that is always- made in any model for 'DFFB is that the
heat-transfer coefficients that are measured under steady-state conditions,
are -applicable also to transient' cases, provided': that : a time-averaging is - ~

applied to the flow variables. Actually during the reflooding phase
cyclically. dispersed flow will take place, due to the - discontinuous water
entrainment near the quench front. Cha:anfari (1980) studied experimentally
unsteady ' dispersed flow under post-dryout conditions. The experimental _ ,

results, . in the . range of low . pressurei low - mass flux and high -- quality -
(>0.5), showed -that- at . equivalent mean vapor quality . no. noticeable -

differences in . heat transfer. exist between a steady-state and a cyclically-_

dispersed flow. These results, relevant to reflooding - conditions, do not
cover, however, the entire range, and especially data in a lower quality .
range (0.1 to:0.5) should be necessary to verify the non-susceptibility of
heat transfer upon cyclic, behavior.

i

i
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3.3.5 Summary of the deficiencies of the DFFB modula implemented in.
the codoa

It has been shown that one .of the main : shortcomings of the models
implemeated in the codes is the one-dimensional approximation that' does not -
allow to: calculate properly the complex mechanisms of heat and momentum -

~

transfer between the phases, since the cross-sectional average values are
strongly dependent on the distribution ' parameters.
The fundamental role played by the. droplet size ~ distribution upon the
thermal-hyttraulics ' of a dispersed mixture la not' properly; accounted for,;
since simplistic criteria based on the local flow variables, are used to
calculate the . average droplet diameter: generation . mechanism and flow-
history dependency are completely neglected.
The wall heat tranorer package. uses heat transfer coefficient correlations
that do not consider all the physical processee taking place 'in DFFB, and-
the heat flux ~ partitioning between the two phases is defined according to
questionable empirical criteria. Moreover, the influence of the dispersed
phase on the heat transfer coefficient to the vapor is usually ignored. A
full representation 'of the physical mechanisms that control the heat
transfer from the wall to the mixture is possible only within the frame of
a' two-dimens12Did approach. !

r

i
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4. MECH ANISTIC N0DELS FOR DFFB

Reviews of | the mechanistic models proposed in' the last 20 years are given
by thyinger and Langner (1978), Webb and Chen (1982), and Kawaji _(1984) .
In the following only the most original aspects. of the different models,
that may constitute a substantial progress with - respect to the approach
used in the codes, will be highl3ghted.

The mod',la - will be classified in two groups, which, for convenience, will
be reft.rred to as local and intecral, in relation to the way they consider4

the dependency of the heat transfer' processes on flow history: the former
adopt assumptions and/or consider mecnanisms concerning the local values of
certain - variables - (typically the relative velocity and the droplet
diameter). Integral models consider the evolution of all the flow
variables, starting from the point at which the ' initial values are given
(typically at the dryout point) .

4.1 Local Hodels

4.1.1 Hodels considering the details of wall-droplet interaction

Ilooie et s1. (1975) developed the first mechanistic model. for the
contribution of the droplets to the total heat flux. They . distinguished
three heat transfer paths: heat transfer .Jom wall to liquid drops that
reach the wall (wet contact), from the wall to droplets that have no
sufficient transverse momentta to penetrate the thermal boundary layer (dry
contact), and from wall to vapor. The range of validity of . the model
extends all the way from dry-w all film boiling to tranaition boiling.
Ilooje's approach offers also the possibility to calculate the minimum in
the heat flux - wall temperature characteristic ("the minimum film boiling
temperature") . The original aspect of the model is the ' attempt to calculate -

the heat transferred directly to the droplets by antlyzing the probability
that a droplet reaches the heated surface, ' using the -forces that tend to
repell it from the wall. Many hypotheses were formulated, however, in order-
to calculate - the beat transfer to an - individual droplet, and three
correlation coefficients were left free ir order to account for the lack of
- a solic theoretical or experimental basis for calculating contact- area and '
the total volume of liquid that evaporates during the contact.

.

For; heat transfer to drops that have too little- kinetic- energy _to penatrate
the boundary laye r, the- average minimum thickness of_ the vapor layer
separating the drop from the wall is calculated. Heat is transferred by
conduction through this layer.

Heat transfer to the vapor is calculated using a standard correlation for
single-phase forced convection. In spite of its merits, ' Iloeje's method

-

has the shortcoming that too many arbitrary assumptions were made: form of
the ' kinetic , energy - probability distribution, mechanism _ of ' heat transfer-

from wall to droplets in intimate contact with the surface, and form of.the
droplet momentum equation' in the radial direction where all the forces but
the pressura thrust force are neglected.
Contact with the wall is postulated when the distance from. the wall becomes
equal to the surface roughness. This definition of contact is not
consistent with the postulated mechanism of intera . ion between a truncated
sphere and a flat surface. Moreover, the differential evaporation on- the

.

twc sidec of the sphere,- that is the reason of the truncated sphere, does
not take into account any trend towards symmetry due to the rotation of the

3
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droplet around an axis paralrel to the wall.
Eendall (197J1 criticized- two assumptions of the model by Iloeje. .The
hypothesis that. the drop is rejected from the wall after a brief nucleation
period is in opposition to the experimental evidence of . complete

evaporation and pronounced nucleation of droplets that wet the surface.
Moreover, the model of 11oeje does not distinguish between wetting and non-
wetting wall temperatures; the minimum film boiling temperature is
natural)y calculated by the model. Kendall developed a model that replaces
the two previous assumptions by a differentiated analysis of the wetting
and non wetting regime. For the latter, a dynamic modal of the determing
droplet is proposed. he model yields a cceplicated expression for heat
transfer effectiveness in the non-wetting regime in terms of non-
dimensional parameters. As Liu and Yao (1982) recognized, the expression
does not fit the data in a wide range. From a fundamental point of view,
the analysis of Kendall may hold only when a droplet impacts the wall
almost perpendicularly, that is when the axial component of the velocity is
negligible with respect to the radial one: usually, in dispersed flow film
boiling the situation is the reverse.

Danio and Rohsenow (1977. 1979) modified the theory of Iloeje by
considering lift, drag, gravity, buoyancy and reaction forces in the
droplet momentum equation to calculate the mimimum drop size that allows
the droplet to reach the wall, hey assumed that the same initial
transversal velocity is given to all droplets.

A droplet size distribution P(d) was assumed and the liquid mass flux to
the wall was calculated in terms of a cumulative deposition factor:

d, .

fdP(d)dd
d'

i ta c
d
m

d P(d)dd

where d is the diameter of the largest droplet and d is the diameter of
o

the smallest droplet that can deposit onto-the wall, respectively.

In their analysis of the drop trajectories, the existence of " dry" contacte
is not taken into consideration, and the droplets can either reach the wall
or bounce over the thermal boundary layer.

| The heat that is transferred ' to the droplets that strike the wall is

| calculated -on the basis of the effectiveness (e) of the contact, defined as

| the fraction of the . total . amount of vaporization heat that .could be

| abnorbed in the case of a perfect contact (total vaporisation) between wall
| and droplet.

The expcriments of Pederson (1970) showed that the contact effectiveness is
exponentially decreasing for increasing wall temperature. Use of such a
heuristic parameter represents a more realistic approach, since the details
of the contact wall-droplet are far froc; being known.

The model proposed by Ganic and Rohsenow, with some corrections for the
form of the thrust force and the boundary conditions at the edge of the
thermal boundary layer (see - Lee and Almenas, 1982), is an interesting
alternative to the often used empirical formula of Forslund and- Rohsenow
(1963) for estimating direct contact heat transfer.

- -- - . _ . - - - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _
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4.1.2- Models including radiation

Sun. Gonzales and Tien ( 197 5 )., focused on the calculation of- combined
radiation and convection heat transfer from the wall to a mixture flowing
in: laminar flow. The interesting aspect of their work is thet for.the first
time the role -played by the so-called " distributed heat sink" was
recognized: the heat transfer rate from the wall to. the vapor depends _ on
the Vapor- temperature profil a.- which - in turn depends on the radial

|
distribution of the evaporation rate; It follows that the use of a standard
heat transfer coefficient for single-phase flow is not valid when this'

distributed heat sink modifies the thermal boundary layer.- The heat
transfer rate has to be calculated by integrating the energy equation in
the radial direction,

Radiation heat transfer is fully accounted for: wall, vapor and droplets .,

! are the three nodes of a network (electrical analogy) where the radiative
currents are calculated. Further developments of this approach will be j

- given in the following section. ]
,

The convective part of the model of Sun et al. must be complemented _ by
additional equations, since it was assumed that the; vapor bulk temperature

BT ;g
has reached the asymptotic value ( gz = 0) . It can be considerec the ' first .

rational local approach for the calculation of heat' transfer to a dispersed
flow.

4.1.3 Models considering tt'ermal non-equilibriue

Host of the remaining models' that calculate the wall heat flux ' by using -
only the local flow variables, are based on the estimation of the thermal
non-equilibrium or the mass evaporation rate r : once the_ vapor temperature
is known, the wall temperature is calculated by a standard single phase HTC
corr elation. The possibility of calculating T without the' need tog
integrate the field equations step-by-step downstream from the dryout or
the quench front position le very attractive - for possible application . to
computer _ codes, since the calculation of the interfacial __ area
concentration, the most . difficult parameter to predict,- is no longer
necessary.-

It is easy to show (Jones and Zuber, 1977) that ' thermal non-equilibrium -
(expressed by the difference or the ratio between; the equilibrium quality
x, and the actual quality x) - and the actual vapor generation rate Pg are.
related by:

; 0
! , sin , 6.

dx, T
e

..

where 'P, = 44"/ Dh is the equilibrium evaporation rate. Many _ researchers

have proposed correlations for.P or functional relations for dx/dx,,; g
mainly derived from simplified one-dimensional models.
Plummer (1976) - prol ed the relation dx/dx = constant, depending. on the

e
mass flux and dryout quality.

Jones and Zuber (1977) criticized this _ rolation, since: it implies that the

-rate of return to equilibrium is constant, . at variance with the true
situation. Instead they showed that the degree of non-equilibrium (x,-x)
behaves like a first-order relaxation process having ^ a forcing function
proportional .. to the _ local rate of heat irput and a local relaxation length
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depending from quality, void. fraction,- mass - flux, and droplet average--

diameter. They proposed:

h = N,p (x - x,J .-

e.

whero N,p, the non-equilibrium number, represents the ratio of actual heat

transfer per unit volume between the 'superheated vapor and the liquid to
that which would be required to evaporate all the liquid in the length

between the onset of non-equilibrium and the location where x, = 1. N 18ar
detersined from a correlation of experimental data and depends fecn the
droplet diameter and the velocity ratio at the dryout point, so that - the-
flow history in taken into account to a certain extent.

A recent evolution of the same basic idea is the model ~ by Yoder and ;

Rohsenow (198D_, that uses only dryout conditions and local - equilibrium '

fluid conditions to predict the surface -temperature under constant heat
flux, Wall-to-drop heat transfer, and radiation are considered to play a
minor role in most situations and are thus neglected.

t
Major assumptions are that the drop size distribution is characterized by
one average drop size and liquid and vapor velocities are uniform across '

the tube. The calculation method for initial droplet size takes into
account two different situations: annular type dryout (x > 0.1) and inverted
annular ty.'e dryout - (x < 0.1) . It is recognized that, vbea dispersed flow
forms from annular flow all droplets are formed before the dryout point.
Using the conservation equations, ignoring thu variation of- fluid
properties and using the observation that the product of the slip ratio and
the void fraction is roughly equal to one, a first order differential
equation is obtained:

| Kha f(x x,) (x - x)g
, e
1-
'

where K, the non-equilibrium constant, contains the group of fluid-
parameters that dictate departure from equilibrium.

If no break-up occurs. K is a constant that may be calculatec - using the,

j condition at the dryout point only. This is a: peculiar aspect of this
calculation method. It is not clear whether the model could be applicable

' to the case of a non-uniform heat flux.
(| All the modela described above have been assessed against experimental 1 data

_

' obtained in stationary dryout joint experiments. ~The possibility of
developing a similar conceptual approach for the calculation - of thermal

|- disequilibriam just above a moving quench front has not been explored. .
| 'Indeed the peculiarity- of the region above the QF lies in the strong vapor-

generation rate at the wall, which yields very 'high . acceleratione and
-

velocity differences between the two phases, as well as violent break-up of
liquid globules and filaments.

|:

4.2- Integral Hodels

,

These models employ the same calculation method that is implemented in the
| codes: at any elevation z the heat transfer processes are calculatedJ by .
| taking into _ account the local values of the flow variables, . as calculated =

by a' stepwise integration of the conservation equations downstream. starting,

from the point of onset of mist flow. A significant difference betwoon

~- . - , _ _ _ _ _ - . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.
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these models -is 'the way they treat the heat transfer between the wall and
the vaport: a first class of models uses . standard heat transfer-
correlations, while in a second group the multidimensional vapor ' energy
equation is integrated. Some examples of both classes of models are
presented below : and their distinguishing features are - highlighted. All'
models use similar methods for calculating heat transfer from the-vapor to
the droplets; thus this item is not discussed in- this Sect!an. -

4.2.1 Modela employing heat transfer coefficient correlations

Many models can be included in this class,. since practically
experimental -investigations were analyzed by a model employing the methw
"of the four gradients," that was simultaneously developed at MIT (e.g.
Forslund and Rohsenow,1968) and at AERE (UK) (e.g. Bennet et al. ,1967) .

The basio equations that are solved are the vapor mass and energy, and the
liquid momentum conservation equations, as well as the liquid mass-
continuity (written as a droplet average diameter variation) . The liquid
energy equation is not necessary since the droplets are assumed to be
saturated.
Since the pressure gradicat in mist flow is not relevant (as shown by
Groeneveld (1972), the pressure losses play a role only in the case of
freons), the . vapor momentum equation is not usually included in these
models. The models take into account the history of_ the average droplet
starting at its generation point, so that the average droplet diameter is
related to the mass loss during the flight, and not to the local relative
velocity as is done in several large codes: this should be an important
imorovement for the computer codes as discussed in Section 2.3.3.

Kgf to-vaDor heat transfer

Most of the proposed nodels assume that the heat transfer from t% wall to
the vapor can ba described by the same relations used to describe heat
transfer to single-phase gas flow. As highlighted before, this assumption
da not justified; f a models tried to take into account the enhancement due

the presence of the dispersed phase.
: empirical approach has been proposed by Varone and Rohsenow ( 19 84) '.

Those authors observed that using a HTC correlation valid -for pure vapor,
even the shape of the wall temperature profiles obtained by - Era -(1966)
could not be reproduced. From an extensive sensitivity analysis aimed at
the parameters that cot.ld produce such a big discrepancy, they realiz9d

g that only a modification of the wall-to-vapor heat transfer coefficient
' could bring the calculated wall temperatures close to the experimental

values. Modification in a wide range of any other parameter used in the
closure laws could only . modify the wsll temperature level, ' but not the
- shape of the axial temperature profile.

The correction factor y that Varone and Rohsenow applied to the Hadaller
correlation to fit the data passes through a minimum as the quality
-increases. The same behaviour was experimentally - found for gas-particle
mixtures. Varone and Rohsenow correlated y only with quality and the ratio
between the vapor viscosities at wall and bulk temperature. The last
dependence mav account for the wall temperature effect observed in gas- .
particle d' atic flows. The fact that the correction factor does not
depend from the droplet diameter and the Reynolds number (two quantities

~

that have been 'shown to influence the heat transfer rate to solid
diepersions) could be due to the fact that it includes not only the effect
of the droplets on the vapor velocity profile but also the " distributed
heat sink effect" which is abcent in the case of gas-particle mixtures. It

, -- - . -
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could also include any error in the prediction of the vapor temperature. It
is clear then that the y factor, since not based on a phenomenological
basis, cannot be used out of the range of the experimental data that were
used for its correlation,

fp3rcer. and Ycunr. . . (193_Ql, starting from the analysis of the FLECHT
experiments that showed a significantly higher heat flux to the vapor than
could be accounted for by standard correl ations, concluded that the
phy sical mechanism responsible for the excess heat transfer was the
i ncreased level of vapor turbulence due to the droplets. Extending the
analogy between heat and momentum transport, they assumed that any
mechanism that creates shearing stresses in the continous phase enhances
the turbulent diffusion ei heat. One such mechanism could be the drag
imposed by the droplets on the vapor, since the local pressure gradient
produced by droplet drag is of the same nrder of magnitude as the wall
shear stress induced pressure gradient. The effect or these additional
shear forces can be accounted by modifying the local friction factor; from
a semianalytical model that predicts the local huat transfer coefficient on
the basis of the friction factor (Kays, 1966), the modified heat transfer
coefficient can then be calculated.
Elyrikovich (1982) observ ed that the heat transfer ocefficient was lower
than thet expected free a forced convection correlation for single thase
vapvr. and attributed this anomaly to the change of the velocity profile,
that was presumably " elongated" because of the presence of the droplets.
It has been shown in Chapter 3 that both an enhancement or a decrease of
the heat transfer coefficient are possible, depending on the quality (or
the solid loading ratio for gas-particla flows) . Styrikovich derived the
correction factor using the analogy between heat and momentum transfer and
by modifying the shape of the velocity profile.

Clare and Fairbairn (1984), correlated the enhancement of the skin friction
coefficient with turbulence intensity, an effect observed experimentally by
Theofanous and Sullivan (1982), by replacing the wall shear in the
expression of the friction velocity by the sum of wall shear and
interfacial shear on the continous phase.

Three-Steo Models: Wall-to-Dronlet Heat Transfer

The most complete models consider DFFB as a three-path heat exchants
process (three-step model) , the third path being direct heat transfer from
the wall to the droplets. Above a certain rewetting temperature it is
commonly assumed that a droplet cannot touch the wall. However, the
enhanced evaporation of droplets that penetrate the thermal boundary layer
adds a non-negligible contribution to the total heat trane er rate.c

Chen (1984) on the basis of the evident existence of a region of enhanced
vapor generation close to the CHF point, concluded that the direct wall-to--
liquid heat transfer is negligible only at downstream regions reasonably
far from the inception point of film boiling.,

Forslund and Rohsenow (1968) used a heat transfer coefficient to the
droplets, based on the experiments of Baumeister with nitrogen sessile
drops on a horizontal heated plate: the effects of droplet velocity and
concentration were correlated,

flummer (197f), coployed the technique proposed by Groeneveld (1972) and
calculated the wall-to-droplet heat transfer by a simple heat conduction
term assuming a linear temperature profilo between the wall and the drop

acrcse the vapor film that separateo the droplet from the wall. Even
though, as shown by Ilooje (1975), the thickness of this film is strongly j
dependent on the wall temperature, good results may be obtained if an |

_-__ - _ _ - -
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optimal value in chosen.

The most recent models account for the wall-drople t interaction by
expreseing the wall-to-droplet heat flux as:

q" ~ e 6
d fg

where e is the heat transfer effectiveness (see 4.1) and 6 is W hopl e
d

mass deposition rate (droplet mass transfer rate per unit area) .
In the model of _Koizumi (1979) e is a constant and a g n by We

d
product of an spirical constant, derived by Ueda (1978), and the mean
concentration of droplets:

$U
C=p bl

gH U dg

where b' at the phase mass flows and U, U the average axial
d g d

velocities.

Masj;&naiah and Ganic (19811 considered the dependency of e from the wall
temperature and used the experimental results of Styrikovich (1978) for
defining an exponential relationship. The number of droplets per unit time
and unit surface area that impinge on the wall is expressed as:

S~K
d d

where C has the same meaning as before, K is the deposition velocity
d

obtained by Mastanajah (1980) for a wide range of Reynolds numbers (610
to 2 *10') and f is the penetration facto" defined by Ganic and Rohsenow
(1979) (see 4.2 ) .
Moose and Ganic (1Mll assumed an exponential decay of the heat transferred
to an impinging droplet with increasing wall temperature, as considered by t-
Ganic and Rohsenow (1977), but calculated the maximum effectiveness by the
correlation of Holmann et al. (1972) who investigated the maximum heat flux

to a droplet impinging on a hot surface using several fluids.
*

'Ihe droplet deposition velocity was calculated by the relation K = 0.17 U ,d
*

where U is the friction velocity: this proportionality was found by Ganic
and thstanajah (1981) in their studies on turbulent deposition of droplets
from an air-droplet mist flow onto the wall of an adiebatic tube.

j[grone and Rohsenow (1984) luoluded in their model a wall-to-droplet heat
transfer path, where the deposition s clocity is calculated according to 1,iu
and Ilori (1974), and e is estimated by the model of Kendall (1978): wet
and dry contacts are distinguished, end in the second case it is consitiered
that the space between the wall and the drop is occupied by a flowing gas.

]igiti-field acorpAgb

Two recent models reject the usual asaumption tnut the droplet

hydrodynamics can be described in terms of the center-of-mass motion, and
propose a multi-field approach for the calculation of the axial

concentration of the liquid.

Killiums (1991 considers the effects of a distribution of droplet sizes:
the small droplets carry most of the interfacial area and travel faster

-___-____- _______--_________-_ - -_ _ _ _ ..
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than the larger ones that carry most of-the mass. - he global effect on the

axial distribution of the interfacihl area concentration and on the
evaporation rate is claimed to be different than that of a monodisperse
spray, he droplets are therefore divided in two groups and an interfacial

*
area tranaport equation is written for each group. There is no interchange
of number of particles between the small and large droplet groups. Models
for the droplet volume mean diameter, upper-limited-log-normal size
distribution function, and entrainment rates developed by Ishii and Mishima
(1981) are used.
The model is insensitive to the choice of the arbitary boundary between the
two groups and was ass 6ssed against experimental reflooding data with good
results. The fact that no interchanges are allowed between the two droplet
groups causes a droplet to stay in the larger diameter group even ' after
significant vaporization, so that the spectrum shift cannot be taken f nto I

account.

Kawaii (1984) used in his model eleven groups of droplets, and assumed that
the droplet size distribution remains unaltered. The maximum droplet
diameter is determined from a local critical Weber number.
Kawaji included in his program the possibility of using only one group of
droplets, so that the evaluation of the benefits that are possible by a
multifield approach can be appreciated. The numerical results were
compared with the experimental data obtained in five selected University-of
California-Berkeley ( UC-B) inconel tube reflooding experiments (Seban et
al., 1978). Since both the single-drop formulation and the multi-field
approach res91ted in Taf.rly good agreement, it is not possible from the
limited assessment work presented by Kawaji to draw any conclusion about
the need to ocuplicate to such extent the model for mist flow.

Lee. Reves and Almenas (1984), postulated the existance of two distinct
droplet generation mechanisms leading to a bi-spectral droplet population,
to explain the exponential decay of heat transfer just above the quench
front. A population of small droplets (10-50 pm) is produced by the-
shattering of the bubbles that grow within the - thin liquid layer below the
quench front. The size of these droplets depends from the thickness of the
liquid film covering the - bubbles. A ~ population ' of much larger droplets
(400-1200 pm) is formod from the water between the ' bubbles. : The
calculations - show that tt small droplets evaporate entirely within a
distance of 10-50 cm above the quench front, while the large droplets change
relatively lit tle. By taking an appropriate weighted average, a
characteristic droplet diameter is defined for the two distinct uvaporation
regimes. The characterictic diameter of the small droplets is determined '

according to the experimental data of Newitt (1954), and for the large-
droplets the measurements ~in the FLECHT experiments _ were used. .From-
geometrical considerations, the ratic between - the number of droplets
belonging to the two groups is evaluated.

Cigarini (1987) implacented this droplet population model in the German'
code- FLUT, and obtained a very satisfactory prediction of the cladding
temperatures for two FLECHT tests; these could not be correctly calculated
using a standard mono-spectral droplet size distribution.

.
Incidentally, use of an area transport equation could be an improvement

with respect to numerical stability, since it imposes a gradual reduction
of the interfacial area by evaporation.

.

. , , , , - - - _ - - ,, -- . -, ._
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4.2.2 Models tha. integrate a multidimensional vapor energy
conservation equation

All the models presented in this section are characterized by the
assumption that the vapor velocity profile is not affected by the presence
of the droplets, so that tho erhancement of the heat transfer rate to the
vapor is only due to the change of the vapor temperature profile
(distributed heat sink effect).
Yao and Rane (1979-1981) presented the extension of the model of Sun et al
(1975) to a developing two- ph ase flow. Both laminar and turbulent flow
have been taken into consideration. The basic difference between the two
analyses is in the vapor velocity profile: parabolio for laminar flow, two-
zone turbulen'. for turbulent flow.

In the most recent formulation, Rane and Yao (1981) make the following
assumptions:

1) Radiative heat transfer ar.d direct-wall contacts are negligible
2s The dispersed droplets have uniform size and their concentration is

not function of the radial coordinate
3) 1he quality is sufficiently high (x > 0.5) to neglect interactions

between droplets.
4) Constant fluid properties
5) Radial variations of the turbulent-velocity and diffusivity are not

affected by the presence of droplets
6) The droplets have the same velocity as the vapor

The effect of droplets is equivalent to that of a heat sink (HS)
distributed in the vapor. Referred to a unit volume:

2HS = nnd h -Tsat'd g

where h is the vapor-droplet heat transfer coefficient for an evaporating
d

droplet and n is the droplet number concentration. The steady-sts.te energy
equation for the vapor phase can then be written in the form:

BT OT -
p o U u(r) d - e(r)rd - HS
gpg az Dr ar,

where u(r) ir the non-dimensional velocity profile and e(r) is the thermal
diffusivity of turbulont flow (including molecular and eddy transport)
according to a turbulence model developed by Deissler (1955) for single- ,

phase flow. The averaged velocity of the undisturbed flow U is allowed tog
increase due to evaporation. The local Husselt number is found to be
affected by three parameters: the heat sink paramater (S), the liquid
loading parameter (A = c p /p ) and the wall superheat parameter (C =

f fp g
o q"R/kh where R is the radius of the tube and k is the thermal,

p
conductivity of the vapor).

The heat sink parameter,

S = n nd R h d /k
p

(where h is the heat transfer coefficient for non-evaporating spheres and

n and d are, respectively, the droplet density number and diameter at the j

inlet? incorporates the droplet concentration and the heat transfer between

_ _ - _ _ _ _ ---_ _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _ - _ _
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vapor and droplets at the entrance of the heated length.

The analysis for laminar flow (supposed to be valid at low flooding rates)- U

gave correct results, as compared with the experimental data from the UC-B ]single-tube ~ test section, in _ the region some distance downstream - from the-
quench front. For the cono near the quench front, an empirical correlation I

was established (Yan and Sun,- 1982) for wall heat transfer augmentation due
to ' droplet-to-wall interaction.

1
Wong and Hochreitgr_ (19801 developed 5 three-dimensional laminar vapor
temperature field - equation using the energy balance for non-equilibrium
dispersed droplet flow. The vapor temperature distribution is calculated
taking into account the effects of conduction, radiation and droplet'
evaporation.

The improvement with respect to the models of Yao and Rane (beyond
consideration of rs21ation) is the allowance for some velocity difference
between the phases; the droplet velocity is assumed to be equhl' to the
local terminal velocity cycrywhere along the channel.

On the other hand, turbulent mixing is neglected, and this-is ,iustified by
the fact that the _ FLECHT experimants that_ were analyzed were in the-
transition region between laminar and turbulent flow- (Re = 2000 to 500J) .

-

The analysis of the discrepancies between calculated and experimental heat
fluxes, the latter being systematically unaffected by the Reynolds number,
supported the conclusion that turbulent mixing is not important for very
low reflooding conditions (2 to 2.5 cm/ s) .- Throughout the analysis an
average droplet diameter corresponding to the experimentally observed value
(780 pm) was used. '

An analogous model (in two-dimensions), including radiation heat transfer
from a hot wall to an optically thick medium-(high pressure system or large

3

cnaracteristic length or both) was developed by Chung and Olaffson (1984) . 1

Both turbulent conductivity and vapor velocity prefiles were taken from the -
theory of turbulent fully-developed sirgle-phase flow (two-layer turbulent-
conductivity model by Travis, 19712 and three-layer turbulent' velocity
distributions by Kays, 1966). A uniform droplet diameter was ' input, and
considered as a fitting parameter.

Substantially . different is the model proposed by - Webb and Chen (? 982), who'
_

did not assume a vapor velocity profile, but calculated the radial velocity

L radial distribution by considering, together with the . vapor energy
equation, the two-dimensional momentum conserveFion equation. Three
important assumptions are still present: negligibls direct wall-to-liquid i

l heat transfer, radially uniform vapor generation rate and negligible .,

influence of the- dispersed phase on' the thermal diffusivity and viscosity.
The peoaliar feature of this model is the way the vapor goaeration source
function is considered. Convection -(oony) and radiation (rad) components

,. are included, so the total (t) source function is:

g"N $T oony rad

where r the radiative portion, is assumed to be constant in' the radialg,
direction. The convootion source function T usually related to the999y,
droplet size and a given heat transfer correlation, lumps in this model

these parameters into a variable op, euch that

N
p (T -Tg g) (1 - a)P =o

9g

q
.
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p 'is a function of system and operating _ conditions and is deduced by ao

best-fit analysis of the experimental vapor superheat data. The formulation -
in terms of a lumped vapor generation source function o is a pragmaticp
approach circumventing the need for good estimates of droplet size and
vapor-to-droplet heat transfer.

Implicit in the form of P is the assumption that the number of droplets
is constant The model necessitates, how ev er, the specification of a i

droplet size, in order to calculate the void fraction. The droplets are :|
'

assumed to travel at their terminal v elocity. Knowing the quality and
velocity difference, tho void fraction can be determined.
The model has been evaluated against the experimental data of Nijhawan

(1980) at low pressure and low-to-moderate CilF qualities. In the
comparison, the strength of the vapor generation source function o was

~

p
varied 'to match the experimental vapor temperature. The resulting wall
temperatures - compared favorably with the experimental wall temperature
profiles of Nijhawan (1980). The form of o based on the experimental datap
of Nijhawan and on the " inferred" vapor superheuts in the_ experiments of
Bennet (1967) 'is given by Webb et al. (1982) . An extension of the data base
by two series of experiments carried out by Evans et al. (1983) and Gottula
et al. (1984) under steady-state or slow-reflooding conditions, allowed a
refinement of the correlation. The standard daviation in the prediction of

the vapor superheat is, however, still 507. (Webb and Chen, 1984). The
revised form of o includes the effect of the enhanced vapor generation

p
immediately above the quench front due to liquid-wall contacts (near field

| vapor generation rate).
The same basic idea of accounting for the distributed heat sink in the
calculation of the wall-to-vapor heat transfer lead to the ut; of a
correction coefficient in a previously developed phenomenological
correlation (Webb and Chen,1984) . It is worth to remark the similarity of
this coefficient with the one used by Varone and Rohsenow (1984)_ to match
the data with their model: in both cases the discrepancy between data and
prediction by a correlation . valid for single-phase flow is attributed to
the presence of the droplets. Ilowever, while Webb and Chen consider only
the effect of the distributed heat sink (and correlate the vrrection
facter with pressure, quality and Reynolds number) , Varone and Rohsenow
(1984) correlate the correction factor with the quantities that are
supposed to modify the level of turbulence of the mixture (quality and
viscosity ratio), as discussed in 4.2.1. Both approaches are thus ' partial

;

and empirical in nature,r

i

Another interestinc result of the analysis of Webb and Chen (1982) le that
' a fully developed velocity profile may be used, since only slight

differences in the calculation were detected between the present model and
a previous formulation (Webb and Chen, 1981) that assumed no radial
component of the vapor selocity.
The assumption of uniform droplet concentration (u"iform heat sink
distribution) is removed in the recent model by Kirillov et al. Q937).
Their two-dinensional analytical formulation of annular-dispe rsed flow
involves mass, momentum and energy conservation equations for the vapor and
the droplet ficws, as well as for the liquid film. The advanced feature of
this model is the consideration of the two-dimensional motion of a
population of droplets: a mass transfer equation for a flow of droplets is
written for all the droplet size groups in which the entire spectrum is
divided.

The convective ccaponent in the advection-diffusion equation (in terms of
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the concentration C of the 1-th group) is determined by the steady-state
g

equation for a moving spherical liquid droplet in a vapor flow (analysis
s'.milar to that of Ganic and Rohsenow,1977) .

The boundary conditions for the mass transfer equa tions incorporate the
radial distrPaution of the concentration of droplets in the initial cross-
section. The .alue of the most probable droplet diameter in the initial
cross-sec tion is calculated by using an empirical correlation. The
entrainment rate is calculated according to a model that is referenced in
the Russian literature.
The diffusion coefficient for a group of droplets incorporates the effect
of the interaction of the dropicts wj th the turbulent eddies and is taken
equal to that of particles having no Inortia. A correction for their
inertia is, how ever, applied since a substai.'J al effect on the velocity
fluctuation amplitudes is observed for large pa.ticles. The physical
situation that is modelled is that of annular-dispersed flow, followed by
dry-ou of the liquid film The vapor axial velocity profile is assumed not
te be affected by dryout it is assumed to adjust instantaneously to the
fully developed value, including any liquid evaporation.

An effectiveness e, similar to the one used by Ganic and Roher-ow (1977),
is employed to tekn into account the fraction of evaporation ac to the
wall deposition.

The model of Kirillov et al. As the most complete among those proposed up
to < tate, and the only simplifying assumptions are the absence of radiative
heat transfer (justified by the fcot that the model is developed for the
analysis of annulat-dispersed flow in steam generator tubes), an
equilibrium condition for the droplet size distribution (no break-up), and
the disregard of the influence of the dispersed phase on the vapor velocity
field,

b

Moreover, since the theory was not developed for DFFB under reflooding
conditions, the models for entrainment rates and droplet size distribution
are not necessarily applicable to such cases. Computational experiments
conducted by the authors have revealed some specific features of post

-

burnout heat and mass transfer: the maximum of the droplet concentration
curve is located in the central part of the channel, and smoothly decreases
to zero at the wall . This result is supported by experimental data in
annular-dispersed flow. The calculations have shown that the effect of the
most probable droplet size on the results incrcuses with a decrease of the
droplet diameter. For highly dispersed syst ems departures of the most
probable droplet size from the real one affect appreciably the

<

,
aalculations.

'
It has also been shown that the use of the monodisperse approximation alone

may lead to errors in the prediction of temperatures and heat fluxes of up
to 30L.

~
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5. ' CONCLUSIONS-

The models implemented in the reactcc safety codes have in principle' the-
- capability to - account - for - all - the - important - wall and interfacial mass,

momentum and energy transfer mechanisms ' that take place in.DPkB.

he tight- coupling 'between heat transfer processes and 'tocolorical
characteristics of the - flog (distribution of - the. phases over the cross-
section) imposes some caution in ~ defining and! using the oross-section-
averaged quantities that are required in the one-dimensional formulation of
the codes. This averazing eroblem is common to any two phaee flow patterns
what is special in DF is the fact that a' very high temperature gradient -

t

l' exists in the vapor phase, so that the distribution of _ the evaporating j

water . droplets plays a fundamental role in the heat transfer process, j

ne full representation of. droolet hydrodynamics is far beyond the )
possibilities of the codes: the introduction of distribution coefficients ;

in the conservation equations and closure laws is a candidate method for i

improving the physics of one-dimensional models.

The importance of direct wall-to-droplet heat transfer has not - yet' ~ been
fully assessed, also because of the lack or a raliable criterion for the- i

'

wettability of the wall. In any case, t u "ar! . ion of the contact area
between the wall and the two phases on toe basis of the average void

~

fraction is definitely wrong and poses a serious limit to the realism of
the entire procedure.

Enhanced heat transfer to the liquid present in proximity of (or in contact -
' ;'

with) the wall can only be calculated if the concentration of droplets near
the wall and their radial velocity are known: within the frame of a one-
dimensional model the deposition velocity could in principle be correlated
to the average characteristics of the flow and the conditions at the onset-
of DFFB.

Of special importance during reflooding is the initial radial velocity of
the droplets that determines the deposition rato jud above the ' quench
front. An empirical parameter such as the effect' s of the contact,
relating the heat flux to the- droplet to the dr c mass flux could be
derived from experiments (much experimental work has been already
accomplished, and more would be welcome) .-

A critical parameter in modelling DFFB is the characteristic d roole_t
diameter, since it affects the distribution of the liquid phase both in the
axial and radial directions. The experimental evidence shows that within a
short distance from the generation point, droplets of very different sizes
attain the same axial velocity. This behaviour indicates that the
introduction of a multi-field approach cannot be beneficial to the realism
of the model.-
Nevertheless, the choice of a representative diameter that . characterizes
the multi-sized population of droplets affects the deposition velocity, the
avarage axial drag, interfacial heat transfer, and radiation heat transfer
from the wall. In this respect, the - droelet size distribution at the
generation noint ~is of. crucial importance in the codes, . a fixed
distribution is implied, independently from the flow regime from which the
droplets originated. The experiments show, on the contrary, the dependency
of the size of the droplets from the flow pattern upstream of the' DF zone.

'

On the other hand, a general relation between ! droplet size and . initial
conditions has not yet been experimentally established. an improvement of
- the codes in this area is required. A flow pattern dependent droplet size
at the inception of DFFB is, however, useful only if the evolution of the
characteristic _ droplet size according to the mechanisms that control - it

_ _ ,~,
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(break-up. evaporation - and coalescence, in that order of - importance)' J4 L
accounted for.
The actual criterion used by the codec - to detine the maximum droelet
diameter, based on the local critical Weber number is completely-
unphysical. It should be replaced by a tcansport equation considering the
fact that break-up does not occur instantaneously; large drops can indeed
be carried over in spite of the fact that their existance would not have
been allowed by aerodynamic stability criteria.-

Interaction-between the drons affects interfacial drag and (possibly)- heat
transfer. - The codes overlook this effect, which, in the range ' of - void
fractions that is typical of DFFB might be important. More experimental
work is needed in- this area, 'since the basic interaction mechanisms are
poorly understood.

Droolet-yapor interaction _ mechanisms th at, affect the wall-to-vapor heat
transfer cannot be taken into account by the one-dimensional models: these
are a) the pd ification of the thermal boundary laver due to the
evaporation near the wall, and b) the alteration of the vnoor velocity
profile by changes in the structure of turbulence due to the droplets. In
principle, a correction factor to the single-phase forced conveccion
corralation (D1ttus-Boelter or other) could take into account both effects.
Unfortunate'.y such a correction factor considering all the parameters that
are known to affect the heat transfer coefficient is not yet available, and
partial corrootions must be discouraged, because of the complex and .not
fully understood variation of the HTC (strong enhancements and reductions
are both experimentally observed).

More attention should be paid to radiation heat transfer, which can give an
important contribution to the total heat flux, often neglected by the
modeller.

The cresence of soacer urida in the fuel rod bundles should be considered
in - the DFFF model, as it affects locally the wall heat transfer and, what
is more imprtant, results in-a shift of the droplet size distribution to
amaller dropiets.

In summary the basic deficiencies of the models are due to a simplified
description of - the . droplet hydrodynamics and tho disregard for the wall-to-

vapor heat transfer coefficient modification due to the dispersed phase.

The literature survey reveals, however, that most of the one-dimensional
models are based on the same assumptions used in the codes, with the 'only
exception of an improved consideration : of the droplet size evolution.
Interesting improvements to specific sub-models have been proposed,' but the -|

importance of these modifications is always difficult to assess because of -
the many simplificetions in other areas (e.g. neglect of wall-to-drop heat -
transfer, of radiation heat transfer, predetermined velocity ratj , etc. . .
in various combinations) . A few two-dimensional models have ,how or, been
proposed: their main limitation ~1s the rough modelling of the droplet
hydrodynamics or the structure of the flow.

In conclusion, a model that accounts for all the important phenomenological
aspects of DFFB that have been discussed in the present: report and are not
conaidered in the codes is not available in .the literature.

However, the need is felt for a complete model that could help to point out
and understand the importance- of the several sub-processes under various
conditions: this could be ' helpful for defining the pt iorities for new
theoretical and experimental work.

The influence of the conditions at the incipience of DFM3 (such as droplet
population size spectrum and droplet initial transverse momentum) has also
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to ' be ; studied, as . any improvement':in the, mechanistio : description of DFFB '
could be useless if- the'- results- are too sensitive to the initici
conditions. _ At the present time- tit'se cannot be easily defined because' of

-

the lack of-systematio experimental: investigations.
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NOMENCLATURE-

A flow area

.A " projected area of the droplet
d

A liquid loading parameter
f

B Spalding number
B y lum f the dropletd
D ruas transfer-numberg
o vapor spooitic heat capacity

C proportionality factor

C, distribution parameter of energy (or enthalpy) flux
C distribution parameter of volumetric flux- |

C distribution parameter.of momentum fluxy
C wall superheat parametery

C maan concentration of droplets
d droplet diameter.
D hydraulio diameter "

e total heat diffusivity (molecular + turbulent)
e specifio internal energy or enthalpy of phase Kg
Eo Eotvos number

.

,.

f deposition factor
F drag force
g gravity acceleration

-0~ mass flux
Gr- Grashof number
h enthalpy
HS. heat sink -

IITC heat transfer-coefficient
k thermal conductivity
K non-equlibrjum constant
K droplet deposition velocityd
La . Laplace number
a loading ratio
di droplet mass deposition rate

d

5 axial mass flow
n, N . droplet number conaentration

d
N dr plet flux

d
N,7 non-equilibrium parameter -

N, 1 viscosity number
Nu Nusselt number
p- pressure
Fr Prandtl number
q" heat flux

(: _Q volumetric interiacial heat transfer rate ,

| -- r droplet radius, radial. coordinate
| R tube radius

Re Reynolds number

[ S heat sink parameter
-Sc- Schmidt number

| Sh Sherwood number
t time ~

T temperature
U average axial velocity

. -
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e
U friction velocity

V velocity

x quality

W mass flow
We Weber number
z axial coordinate

Greek eymbols

a void fraction
f volumetric vapor generation rate

Ap density difference
wall-to-droplet co. ,act heat transfer effectiveness:

p viscosity
p density
a surface tension

vapor generation source functionop
, radiative heat flux

Subscripts and symbols

o continous phase
cony convection
crit critical
d discontinous phase, droplet

D drag
e equilibrium _

f liquid
g vapor
1 interfacial
K K phase
1 liquid
m maximum
o inlet or dryout conditions

p particle

r relttive
rad radiation
sat saturation
sm Sauter mean
y vapor
w w all
<> cross-sectional average

< < > > phase crose-sectional average (over area occupied by phase only)

- - - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ . . _ ___
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